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Vox Machina Origins Volume 1 contains 160 pages of Vox Machina's origin story in a comic format. This hardcover edition is exclusive to Critical Role online stores. Based in the coastal city of Stilben, this collected edition includes the critical role: Vox Machina Origins #1-#6, as well as additional content including annotated cover process pieces, preliminary
character sketches, and character descriptions and statistics. The standard edition features Stjepan eji covers with a one-off shine treatment. Our comics were written by Matthew Colville (Evolve, Priest, Thief) and our own Matthew Mercer with interior art by Critter Olivia Samson, and colored and written by Chris Northrop. Writers: Matthew Mercer, Matthew
ColvilleArtist: Olivia SamsonColorist: Chris NorthropDesigner: Cindy Cacerez-SpragueCover Artist: Stjepan ejiá Letterer: Chris Northrop I'm going to preface this with I absolutely adore the first campaign of Critical Role. I see that many reviewers have not experienced any critical role, and this is their first exposure to the series. Welcome! Please go see the
show! If you start with campaign one, I recommend that starting with episode 24. Tiberius will only be on the show for another three episodes, I think, but honestly the show is better off without him. It bothers me that I've been included in this story. Anyway; the first 23 I'm going to precede this with absolutely adore the first Critical Paper campaign. I see that
many reviewers have not experienced any critical role, and this is their first exposure to the series. Welcome! Please go see the show! If you start with campaign one, I recommend that starting with episode 24. Tiberius will only be on the show for another three episodes, I think, but honestly the show is better off without him. It bothers me that I've been
included in this story. Anyway; the first 23 episodes are plagued by some of the worst audio problems, unfortunately, so jump straight to 24. That's where the show really starts to shine. Anyway. In the comic book. I had originally read the first problem when this first came out and honestly, I wasn't a big fan. I was fine, but it focused on the twins, which are my
two favorites, and Colville cut them completely, but especially Vex. It had been the biggest detour in this series for me. This isn't Vex'ahlia at all. It's almost as if Colville changed Vax and Vex's personalities, but it included Vex's greed, which so many people misunderstand. I hated Vex's phrase thinking it's noble or whatever. Lol That's not Vex. He hated that
part of his life and always felt terrible about it. He grew up poor. The reason he's so stingy about money is because he never knew where his next meal would come from. He was very close in the money because he didn't know if he'd have enough. Vex wasn't greedy. He was noble; she was greedy because she was poor. And what's this about her being in
killer school? Sorry? She and Vax went to a (although, noble elves) but no school of murderers. Vax is the killer, and he taught himself, just as he worked for the Clasp (the bad guys in this story). Vex's treatment in this story is so frustrating and disappointing and that's why I stayed away from this series for so long. Then why did I read this? Because I love
and miss Vox Machina, and I heard Matt Mercer take control for the second volume, and he gets more into a story based on real canon, which this is not. It is understood, so Vox Machina did not meet. I don't know why Colville came up with this random story. But anyway, I read about all this so I could read the next volume. It's still a fun story, and it's nice
(mostly) to see these characters that I love again. I have mixed feelings about artistic style. On the one hand, I adore him. It's a unique looking style and I love designs and costumes. However, it suffers very badly from the same face, which works very well for the twins. I love that twins look almost identical. It doesn't work so well when I had to do double
shots because there were three minor characters who exactly looked like Vax. I know it's very archetypal, but come on. This is probably nicer for non-fans, unfortunately, but it still wasn't bad. But it's not great. I am very waiting for the next volume and get to see Percy and Pike (and I no longer have to see Tiberius). ... more on: Content, Vox Machina Origins
Edit Comments Share Bag Number 1 Number 2 Number 3 Number 4 Number 5 Number 6 Matthew Colville and Matthew Mercer Deborah Hauber, Nick Robles, Aleksis Agustin, Chris Northrop, Selina Espiritu, Ariana Orner and Stjepan Ejio Chris Northrop and Travis Ames Previous Volume Next Volume N/A Vox Machina Origins Volume 2 Six could be
heroes in seemingly different works find their paths intertwined as they investigate murky businesses in the swampy city of Sbentil. They'll have to put their heads and guns together to find out what's going on... and avoid being killed in the process. Synopsis[edit source] The children of the peasants of the port city of Stilben are stillborn, lifeless. Someone's
poisoning the swamp. Peasants use it for their industry. There are three different groups, each acting in dependent, all orbiting around the same problem. Number #1[edit editing source] Vax'ildan and Vex'ahlia try to solve the mysterious curse that afflicts residents. Along the way they encounter a young druid named Keyleth who believes the curse is actually
an intentional poisoning of the water supply. Adjusting to Stilben lurk the alchemist Lustran Zethque is responsible, and are involved in a conspiracy of assassins. Number #2[edit editing source] Scanlan Shorthalt, Grog Strongjaw, Thurista, Arnicor and Vash retrieve a bottle of the powerful poison from a swampy temple. alchemist to identify a potion. Entering
the establishment there the Myriad is ready for a fight. During this meeting Vash is but the group gains the lead and kills the remaining Myriad members. Celebrating and crying the group decides to go to a bar where they meet a sorcerer named Tiberio Ventormenta. Tiberius identified the potion as Aqua Caedis and traded it with them for a diamond before
leaving the group. They attract the attention of a vigilante who wants the poison. Scanlan agrees to give him the potion at midnight and they split up. Scanlan and Grog leave the group to look for the sorcerer. Number #3[edit source] Keyleth, Tiberius, Stitch, Brul and Helicax are hired by The Clasp, to find out who is poisoning the peasants they rely on for
their supply of prostitution and narcotics. They find out the Myraid is trying to kill everyone at the Muck. Stitch wants compensation for a job well done, but he poisons himself. You have 12 hours to get to the bottom of the murders that's dying our overpoint. Each team has a different piece of the puzzle, the pairs converge in the alchemical lab where the
poison is refined. There they fight each other and then with some thieves. After the fight Iselda emerges from a mirror taking some punches before she put Grog on a ball. #4 The group fights Iselda to free the grog, but she flees into the mirror with alchemist Lustran Zeth, resulting in Grog's release. The group discusses the alchemist book, and the twins
disappear into the shadows. The twins argue when Iselda ate from the mirror and kidnaps Vax. Vex swallow his pride and ask others for help. But when they refuse, Vex decides to get Trinket back out of town, but not before Keyleth reaches her and commits to help. Number #5[edit editing source] Vax is alone in the galleon of myriad's floating fortress, The
Mockingbird. Vax fights his way to freedom with Nary a weapon or ally around saving his wits and agility to escape his captors. Meanwhile Vex retrieves Trinket and introduced him to Keyleth. They meet everyone again by coincidence at the dock in search of the ship Vax is on standby. There's an explosion and vax jumps out of a hole in The Mockingbird.
Number #6[edit source of edition] The group addresses The Nightingale and fights its way to Iselda, as well as the source of the poison that has been plagued by the inhabitants of Stilben. Fighting Iselda surrenders to its ultimate form, but the group manages to kill her while the ship is on fire. They escape through the previous hole in the side and decide to
put on a shitty face in a tavern. Meanwhile, Brul and Helicax retrieve Stitch from the brooch and continue their association, and Lustran Zeth begins a relationship with myriad through the mirror. Notable characters[edit source] Vox Machina[edit source] New[edit source] Mentioned[edit source] External links[edit source] References[edit source] Art: Vox
Machina Origins Content The content of community is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Observed. Observed.
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